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Abstract

NASA has been researching new technology and
system concepts to meet the requirements of
aeropropulsion for 21 st Century aircraft. The air

transportation for the new millennium will require

revolutionary solutions to meet public demand for
improving safety, reliability, environmental

compatibility, and affordability. Whereas the turbine
engine revolution will continue during the next two
decades, several new revolutions are required to
achieve the dream of an affordable, emissionless,

and silent aircraft. This paper reviews the continuing
turbine engine revolution and explores the propulsion

system impact of future revolutions in propulsion
configuration, fuel infrastructure, and alternate

energy systems. A number of promising concepts,
ranging from the ultra-high bypass intelligent engine

to fuel cell-powered distributed propulsion are also
reviewed.

Introduction

The future world economy is envisioned to be truly

global, where national boundaries become diffused
by interdependent commerce. This vision of the
future can only be realized if there is a revolutionary

change in transportation systems, enabling greater
mobility of people and products with improved
timeliness and convenience. Propulsion and power

capabilities are the foundation on which future
subsonic and supersonic transports will shape the

aviation landscape and establish this global conduit
of commerce.

Propulsion innovations have been the fundamental

driver to progress in air transportation. Enormous
advances in propulsion performance and efficiency
have made it possible for aircraft to travel at higher

speeds over longer ranges while carrying larger
payloads. This has increased capacity by orders of

magnitude since the advent of air travel. The FAA
and commercial sectors are forecasting another

dramatic growth in commercial air transportation in

the next 10 to 25 years. Commercial air

transportation will again seek and rely on advanced
propulsion solutions to meet this ever-increasing

public demand.

As we approach the centennial celebration of the
Wright Brothers' First Flight, the challenge of the

new millennium is to develop and deliver innovative,
revolutionary solutions to air transport that will meet

public demand. Safety, capacity, and environmental
concerns remain the theme, vision and challenge for
NASA and our industry partners in the 21 _tCentury.

We need to travel faster and cheaper, while

improving the quality of travel and allowing
aviation to expand to meet public demand. The

aeropropulsion systems of the future will require
operation over a wide range of flight regimes,

while providing high levels of safety and reliability.
They will need to be much more energy efficient

throughout their flight envelope while keeping
emissions of atmospheric pollutants and noise to
harmless levels. In addition, they will need to be

inexpensive to develop, manufacture, and operate.

Advanced aeropropulsion systems and computational
research tools, as well as discrete technologies,

will be the major contributors to 21 _tCentury air
transportation innovation. Revolutionary propulsion

systems will enable revolutionary aircraft designs
that meet the need and demand of the future.

Aeropropulsion Vision for 21 st Century Aircraft

Engines

NASA proposes a phased aeropropulsion research

approach triggered by thresholds of technology
revolutions and National needs to realize our vision

for 21 stCentury air transportation (Figure 1). NASA

will transfer high-risk research and technology from
each phase to industry-compatible propulsion

configurations. This will be done by compounding
innovation successes from the preceding phases to
enable new configurations. Revolutionary propulsion

ideas will be enabled as we pursue technology
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Figure 1 Propulsion System Revolutions Enabling Mobility

research that supports our extended long-term vision
with the national research community.

Variable Capability, Ultra High Bypass Ratio
Intelligent Engines

The Gas Turbine Revolution (as characterized by
Variable Capacity, Ultra High Bypass Ratio,

Intelligent Engines) concentrates on component
design and systems operability that result in

propulsion systems that are compact, intelligent, and
efficient for subsonic and supersonic transports.
Active materials and adaptive controls will be an

integral part of the propulsion system design. The
Engine Configuration Revolution (as characterized

by Distributed Vectored Propulsion systems) will

focus On smart engine operations and distributed
vectored propulsion systems. Distributed exhaust and
engine concepts will be an integral part of advanced

airframe designs. The Fuel Infrastructure Revolution
(whose technologies crosscut the three future

revolutions) will make possible the use of aitemate
fuels such as low carbon fuels, hydrogen and hybrids
towards low emissions propulsion concepts. The

Alternate Energy Propulsion Revolution will exploit

fuel cells and other high-energy power sources
towards powering emissioniess, non-gas turbine

propulsion concepts. Innovative technologies,

propulsion components, and engine systems will
maximize efficiency and performance of the next
generations of subsonic and supersonic aircraft while

having no adverse impact on our environment.

Advancements in the hydrocarbon-fueled gas turbine

engine are rapidly approaching the limits of
integration for conventional transport aircraft.

Increases in bypass ratio (BPR) enabled by high
temperature, high-pressure cores have ushered in
a sustained era of quiet, fuel efficient subsonic

propulsion. Future improvements in commercial core
specific power output are limited by the growing

sensitivity to NOx emission impacts and the physical
size of the core-powered propulsor (or fan) for any

given thrust-class of engine.

Historically, the first generation high bypass turbofan
engines prior to about 1985 were designed to meet
the energy crisis challenge. These propulsion

systems introduced early 3-D aerodynamic and
computer aided design, and incorporated the first

generation of superalloy materials, ceramic coatings
and polymer matrix composites (PMCs). The

second-generation aircraft gas turbine engine, prior
to about 1995, had continued emphasis on fuel-burn

reduction but was also designed to meet emerging
noise and emissions challenges. These higher BPR
turbofan engines inco/porated advanced materials for

still higher cycle temperatures and pressures, which
realized greater core specific-power and overall

efficiency. Aiding these turbine engine
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advancementswastheintroductionofmulti-bladerow
computeranalysisandmodelingofunsteadyflow
phenomena,supercomputingadvancements,andthe
introductionofparallelprocessing.Thecurrent
generationofturbofanenginetechnologyresearch
focusesonmeetinganincreasingdiversityof
applicationsrequirements(civil,fighters,highMach,
highaltitude,etc.).Thisresearchplacesemphasison
theenvironmentandaffordableperformancegainsin
thewakeoflostUSmarketshareanddeclining
researchbudgets.Theglobaleconomyandecology
aredrivingmorephysics-basedmodelingofthe
component-integratedpropulsionsystem,with
greateremphasisonreducedcomputationaltime.
Thisdesign/analysiscapabilityispresently
compoundingwithfundamentalresearch
advancementsfromtraditionaldisciplines
(aerodynamics,materials,controls,etc.)tousher
inanextgenerationoftechnologyinnovations.

Thenextgenerationturbineengine(Figure2)will
advancebothfundamentaltechnologies(those
designedtoincreasecorespecificpoweranddecrease
propulsionsystemweight)aswellasintroduceanew
varietyofadaptabletechnologies.Thefundamental
researchadvancementswillprincipallyaddressthe
mountingenvironmental(noiseandemissions),
economic,andsafetychallengesfacingpresent-day
turbofanpropulsionsystems.Thesetechnologieswill
advancethestandardBrayton-cycleturbofanconcept
tothelimitofitsperformance. This necessitates new

directions enabled by adaptable technologies to
achieve this next revolution in propulsion systems.

Figure 2 Variable Capability, Ultra High Bypass
Ratio Intelligent Engine

The adaptable technologies principally address

the challenges prompted by increasingly diverse
transport mission requirements and the economic

need for highly reusable/modifiable propulsion
systems.

Fundamental Technologies
Fundamental new research and technology for the
turbine engine will center around computational

physics modeling and virtual engine testing, acoustic

modeling and noise reduction technologies focused
on inlet and nozzle components, alternative low

emissions combustion processes and configurations,
and intelligent engine operations for improved

performance and safety.

Modeling: NASA Glenn Research Center is

developing a computational environment for the
design and analysis of any conceivable propulsion

system (Lytle, 2000), called the Numerical
Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS). NPSS

(Figure 3) focuses on the integration of multiple
disciplines such as thermodynamics, aerodynamics,
structures, and heat transfer. It captures the concept

of numerical zooming between 0-dimensional to 1-,
2-, and 3-dimensional analysis codes. The vision for

NPSS is to create a "numerical test cell" enabling full
engine simulations overnight on cost effective

computing platforms. Numerical zooming between

NPSS engine simulations and higher fidelity
representations of the engine components (fan,

compressor, burner, turbines, etc.) has already been
demonstrated. This type of high fidelity system level
analysis will greatly improve the capability of the

engine system simulation and increase the level and
value of virtual tests conducted prior to committing

designs to hardware. Future physics-based modeling
within each engineering discipline along with the

NPSS development will enable conceptualization
and utilization of the fundamental and adaptive

technologies required for the next generation turbine
engine and beyond.

Inlet and Nozzle: Inlet and nozzle technologies will
focus on noise reduction and propulsion system

operability impacts. Future physics-based acoustic
models coupled with advanced CFD analysis will

enable designers to strategically contour inlet and
nozzle geometries for maximum performance and
acoustic shielding. These advanced modeling

techniques will also allow designers to capitalize
on natural acoustic phenomena (such as ground

reflection/dissipation of noise) to reduce the
observable noise footprint of future aircraft to less
than that of the surrounding community. Enhanced

mixing technologies (such as chevrons and naturally-
aspirating ejectors) will be optimized to passively

reduce nozzle jet noise without sacrificing
performance. Additional active noise suppression

(such as pulsating acoustic liners) will also be
employed in future inlet and nozzle systems.
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Figure3NumericalPropulsionSystemSimulationof

a Large Commercial Turbofan Engine

Combustion: New combustion types and
configurations will enable low-emissions operations

and variability throughout the flight regime. Future
detonation-wave combustion processes combining

pressure rise with energy release promise greater
thermal efficiency per unit weight compared to the
conventional deflagration processes. Structural

integrity and aerodynamic stability impacts from
wave-combustors will challenge future propulsion

configurations. To overcome these challenges, off-
axis toroidal wave combustor configurations and
wave-diffuser centrifugal compressor configurations

will be employed. These configurations isolate the
pulsed, unsteady wave effects from the surrounding

engine components while shortening the axial length
required for combustion.

Sensors and Controls: Fundamental sensors and
controls research will also transform recent successes

in physics-based multidisciplinary modeling into

real-time propulsion health monitoring for improved
safety and reduced maintenance costs. Advanced
component design techniques applied to material

system design strategies will promote probabilistic
design for performance and life. These same
techniques coupled with material-embedded nano-

sensors and evolving information-technology

capabilities (computational processing speed, data
acquisition and dissemination, etc.) will allow for

real-time engine diagnostics. This will facilitate both
health monitoring and performance optimization.

Designer material and fuel systems will function
more autonomously from the cockpit using
biologically inspired "intelligent engine" controls

akin to the involuntary nervous system. This will
enable event or outcome-based decisions from the

voluntary cockpit control for safer aircraft operation

of increasingly complex aviation systems.

Adaptive Technologies

Adaptive technologies for turbine engines will center

on performance and operability, utilizing research in
fluidics, structures and material system capabilities,
and advanced variable cycle engine configurations.

Fundamental fluidic technology will enable "virtual"
aerodynamic shapes, providing inlet and nozzle area

control and peak compressor and turbine efficiency
operation over a wide range of flight speeds.

Trailing edge blowing and circulation control for

turbomachinery will provide virtual shape camber,
improving off-design loading and efficiency as

well as reducing wake-induced acoustics. Similar
application of this technology to airfoil leading edges
will likewise contribute to virtual camber changes as

well as improving operability margins by reducing

aerodynamic stall of high-performance, sharp edges.

How Management: Active and passive redistribution

of boundary layer flows within the engine will have a
profound adaptability effect on the overall propulsion

performance and weight by minimizing mechanical
actuation and associated life and leakage losses. For

example, turbine flow area control through fluidics
and active seals will enable re-optimization of the
engine BPR between takeoff and cruise. This will

reconcile design constraints for reduced takeoff
emissions and improved cruise fuel-efficiency across

the transport aircraft flight envelope. Computational
modeling will be extremely taxed for these designs
to minimize the losses associated with low Reynolds

number flows for fluidics. New propulsion
configuration concepts, employing reverse-flow

components or concentrically configured towpaths
will benefit most from fluidics, because of the short

ducting distance and natural radial migration of flow
from the high-pressure core outward. Advancements

in ejector design methods will also contribute the
fluidic engine adaptability by exploiting natural
aerodynamic aspiration rather than active energy-

debit pumping of boundary layer control flow.
Acoustical fluidic control of inlet and nozzle

boundary layers could be teamed with actively pulsed

noise attenuating liners, thereby maximizing the dual
applicability of a single integrated technology.

Morohin_ Structures; Mechanical and structural

variability will also undergo a revolution with the

advent of active/passive shape-memory materials and
tailored aeroelastic design capability or "morphing".
Similar in effect to the fluidic virtual shape

technologies, future shape-memory materials will be
employed in a variety of component areas. Inlet lip

radius/sharpness, coupled with anti-icing technology,
could be made to change shape between takeoff and

NASA/TM--2001-211087 4



cruise,enablinghightakeoffairflowwithout
compromisingthehighcruiseefficiencyandlow
dragaffordedbyasharperinletlip. Shapememory
inletandnozzlecontractionareavariabilitywill
improveengineperformanceandoperabilitywithout
theweightfrommechanicalactuation.Application
ofshape-memorymaterialstoturbomachinerywill
yieldcamberreshaping(forloadingandefficiency
optimizationandoperability)andleadingedge
sharpnessversusoperabilityimprovementssimilarto
thosedescribedforfluidicvirtualshaping.Research
intheareaoffluidicandshape-memoryadaptable
airfoilswill alsobeapplicabletotheaircraft
configuration(particularlyforviscousdragreduction,
trimdragreduction,andcirculationcontrolforwings
andempenage).Thelargeinternalchangesinengine
temperatureenvironmentsandspeedsreadilyprovide
untappedthermalandcentrifugalforcesfromwhich
toteampassive,structuralshapecontrol.Variable-
speedgearboxesareanotherfertileapplicationof
shape-memorymaterials,providingoptimum
matchingofenginehighandlowpressurespool
speedsthroughouttheflightenvelope,and
maximizingtheutilityofthegearbox.

Adaptive Materials: Future material systems will not

only be designed for their properties but also for their
unique functionality. Crystalline grown metallics
optimized for their application-specific grain

boundary properties may contain lattice-encoded
DNA-like properties. These will be capable of

changing grain boundary size through active and/or
passive stimuli thereby preventing component
failures. Similar chemically

J-

Figure 4 Nanotechnology Materials

encoded properties for coatings and compliant layers

will passively provide self-healing protection against
surface delamination, oxidation, and spalling. Future
matrix fibers (used in MMC, CMC, and PMC

materials) will not only provide structural
reinforcement but also serve as an embedded conduit

for information exchange to and from the intelligent

engine control, as described under Fundamentals.
High conductivity fibers such as carbon nano-tubes

(Figure 4) will simulate nerve ganglia to passively
collect component diagnostic data. These same

fibers may also be used to supply messages and
adjust the configuration to optimize operating

characteristics or to prevent/control component
failures.

.Adaptive Cycles; Thermodynamic cycle

modifications and accompanying structural towpath
changes will also produce propulsion system
adaptability. Bladerow by bladerow counter-rotating,

concentric spool engines employing blade-on-blade

technologies and advanced materials will stretch the
limits of the variable cycle engine. These propulsion
systems will enable the use of extremely low-weight

(strength-compromised) composites by turning the
turbomachinery "inside out". This will put the blades

in compressive rather than tensile stress. Bladerow
counter-rotation will further reduce the required

rotational spool speed per turbomachinery loading,
enabling acoustically superior tip-shrouded counter-

rotating fans. Other modified Brayton cycle
adaptations will include off-axis cores powering

ultra-high pressure combustion and serving as
topping cycles for peak-power takeoff thrust without
compromising the optimum cycle operation for

cruise. Inter-turbine and even inter-stage turbine
combustion configurations are being investigated for

their large impacts on cycle adaptability over diverse
missions. These modified Brayton cycles also

intrinsically offer leaner combustion and reduced
emissions, but challenge state-of-the-art stability

practices.

The last generation turbofan propulsion resulting
from the combination of both Fundamental and

Adaptive technologies might be characterized as

an Ultra-High Bypass configuration with a 3-spool
counter-rotating concentric core and staged-inter-
turbine combustion. Ultra-low emissions and noise

coupled with performance, operability, and

safety/durability will be governed by an autonomous
intelligent control implemented through advanced
material systems.

Distributed Vectored Propulsion

With the advent of the high bypass ratio turbofan,

research has promoted higher temperature more
thermally efficient smaller cores to power larger and

larger fans for propulsion. These smaller ultra-

NASA/TM--2001-211087 5



efficientcoreswill somedayreachpracticaleconomic
limitsinmanufacturingsize.Similarlythelarger
fanswillalsoreachlimitsintheirmanufacturability
andaircraftintegratability.Atpresentthecurrent
state-of-the-artdesignBPRcontinuestogrow,
resultinginlargerfans(eventuallyrequiringgearing),
increasedaircraftintegrationchallenges
(necessitatinghighwingaircraftdesigns,etc.),and
growingfanacousticchallenges.Tocircumvent
theseeventuallimits,technologiesaffordinghighly
integratedpropulsionandairframeconfigurations
mustbepursued.Airframe-integratedpropulsionand
powerconfigurationscenteredondistributed
propulsionandcapitalizingontechnologiesrealized
throughtheGasTurbineRevolutionwillusherin
thefutureairtransportationsystem.Thedistributed
propulsionconceptisbasedonreplacingthe
conventionallysmallnumberofdiscreteengineswith
alargenumberofsmall,mini,ormicropropulsion
systemsasdefinedinthefollowingtable:

Engine Micro Mini Small Medium Large
class

Max <10 I0 to 100 to 1000 to 10000<
Thrust <100 <1000 <10000

(lb)

Distributed propulsion broadly describes a variety of
configurations that can be classified into three main

categories: Distributed Exhaust, Distributed Engines
(including small, mini, and micro engine systems),
and Common-Core Multi-Fans/Propulsors. In all

three categories, the forward thrust delivered by the

propulsion system remains as the conventional large
engine counterpart (mass flow times exhaust
velocity). Strategic distribution of the exhausting

mass flow affords direct and indirect propulsion
and airframe system performance benefits that can

ultimately enable new aircraft missions beyond what
is achievable with the state-of-the-art turbofan

concepts.

In general, all three categories will produce lower
thermal efficiencies using state-of-the-art technology

(due principally to reduced component efficiencies
from size, increased transmission losses, increased

internal nozzle & inlet viscous losses, etc.). Through

infusion of innovative propulsion technologies the

losses associated with each individual propulsion
system thrust will be mitigated and the
airframe/mission benefits enabled by distributed

propulsion will be fully realized. The most profitable
research investment areas to mitigate these losses are

those technologies that can only (or most fully) be
realized in the small scale (ie, flow/circulation

control through micro-turbines, foil/air bearings,
concentric engines/core). The most profitable

systems benefits are those that result from the

airframe configurations that are realized by these
propulsion configurations (i.e. tailless propulsion
controlled aircraft, noise mitigation, supersonic cruise

aircraft weight & drag reductions, etc.).

Distributed Exhaust

The category of Distributed Exhaust entails using a

central engine powerplant with a ducted nozzle(s) for
strategic deployment of thrust on the aircraft (Figure

5). Distributed exhaust configurations suffer nozzle
viscous losses in performance and will likely only

"buy their way on" to aircraft systems exhibiting
extreme sensitivity to low-speed lift and/or cruise

drag. Therefore, distributed exhaust systems will be
better suited to supersonic cruise applications, where

noise-sizing for takeoff field length and sustained
supersonic cruise drag are the most dominant and
least reconcilable constraints.

High aspect ratio nozzles for commercial supersonic
cruise vehicles promise both noise and nozzle weight
reduction potential. The projected sideline noise

reduction using a wing trailing edge 2-D
mixer/ejector nozzle with comparatively small

exhaust height may be as much as 10dB (due to
increased ambient jet mixing, improved ejector
internal penetration and mixing, and increased

liner attenuability resulting from naturally higher
frequencies and surface areas). In addition, the high

aspect ratio geometrically produces a shorter nozzle
for an equal nozzle pressure ratio and provides the

potential for shared structural loading with the wing.
This will culminate in as much as 50% equivalent

nozzle weight reduction and propulsion related cruise
drag. Increased low-speed lift via wing trailing edge
flap blowing and thrust vectoring will also be

achieved through this configuration, and reduce the
required takeoff field length and affording

community and approach noise reductions.

Figure 5 High Aspect Ratio Nozzle

NASA/TM--2001-211087 6



Separatelift-nozzlesforusewithadaptableengine
cyclesinVertical/ShortTakeOffandLanding
(WSTOL)transonicandsupersonicaircraftare
anotherformofdistributedexhaust.These
configurationsalsoutilizevectoredthrustofthemain
enginenozzle,andexhibitastrongsensitivityto
weight(duetoseparatenozzleductingandwide
actuationvariabilityrequirements).Hotgasre-
ingestionandnoisearebarrierstothecommercial
viabilityofthesesystems.Employmentofadvanced
ejectortechnologiesandfluidicswillmitigatethese
problems.High-temperatureshape-controlPMC
nozzlestructureswithembeddedsensorsand
intelligentcontrolswillbecoupledwithadaptable
low-pressurespooltechnologiestoachieveminimum
weightconfigurationsandsafetransitionfrom
verticaltoforwardflight.

Hybridsystemsincorporatingdistributed/thrust
vectoredexhaustandmicro-engineforflowcontrol
andactuatorpowerarealsoattractive.Toreduce
theperformancelossoftheincreasednozzlesurface
areasandincreasedinternalflowturning,micro-
enginescanbeincorporatedforboundarylayer
controlandcooling.Thisapproachmightpassively
utilizewasteheatfromthenozzletopowerthe
micro-enginesratherthanactivededicatedmicro-
fuel/combustors.Thescavengingofwasteheatwill
reducetheexhausttemperaturesaswellasincrease
theeffectivenessoftheprimarydistributed
propulsionsystem.V/STOLconceptstypically
relyonagreatdealofactuationtoreconfigurethe
propulsionfromverticaltohorizontalflight.The
micro-enginecouldfurtherbeusedassourcesof
remotepowerfortheactuators(therebydecreasing
theirweight).Themicroenginesmightalsobe
configuredtofacilitatevirtualshapecontrolthrough
fluidic"reshaping"oftheprimarynozzles.This
reducesoreliminatesmechanicalactuationwhile
reducinginternalviscouslossesandwasteheat.

Distributed Engines

The category of Distributed Engines encompasses

decentralized propulsion systems and utilizes
separate smaller powerplants strategically deployed

over the aircraft. Examples of this type of distributed
propulsion might include small or mini engines

(perhaps General Aviation sized) deployed across the
wingspan, or micro-turbine engines (Figures 6 and 7)
embedded in the aircraft surface for flow/circulation-

control and thrust. Severe performance penalties
manifest in mini-engine systems are principally due

to boundary layer effects of the fluid being on the
same geometric scale as the propulsion system. The

challenge of manufacturing tolerances that can be
economically observed in these engines also severely

impacts their performance and cost. Therefore mini
and micro engine propulsion must "buy its way on"
the aircraft. It must afford greater benefits in other

areas, such as noise and drag reduction, or by

enabling a superior integrated aircraft/engine system.

Figure 6 Radial Inflow Turbine of a Micro Engine

Laterally distributed engines will afford similar

aerodynamic and acoustic benefits as those described
for the high aspect-ratio wing trailing edge nozzle.

Additional aircraft integration of supporting fluidic
technologies using distribution engines could provide

more dramatic transport mission impacts.

As much as 3-5% total aircraft fuel burn reduction

might be realized from boundary layer ingestion
employing small to mini engine distributed

propulsion. This performance benefit may be
enhanced in a hybrid system utilizing micro engines

to energize the low-momentum boundary layer flow.
This benefit can only be realized if the micro engine

fuel consumption is low (again scavenging of waste
heat would be advantageous as described by the

Distributed Exhaust concept). Because of their small
size, extremely high specific-strength composite
materials may be used in small and mini engines with
less statistical failure due to defects. The reduced

size allows practical, cost-effective manufacturing of
these advanced-material structures. Success of the

small and mini engine propulsion deployed laterally
across the wing is dependent on exploiting

technologies that are best realized in the reduced
sized.

Micro engines themselves can provide distributed

propulsion and exhibit large thrust to weight
potential. Because of their size, low Reynolds
number fluid effects, engine manufacturing

tolerances and corresponding impacts on seals
and clearances, 3-D turbomachinery shapes, and

combustion efficiency are primary technical
challenges for these propulsion systems. Currently,

parts at the micro-scale can only be produced in two

NASA/TM--2001-211087 7



dimensions,resemblingextrudedparts.This
efficiencylimitationontherotatingcomponents
willbeovercomewithmaterialandmanufacturing
technologies.Thesewillenablethree-dimensional
shapingofairfoilsandallowingnewmicro-scale
engineconfigurationswithreducedstress
concentrationsinherentinthecurrenttwo-
dimensionalprototypes.Otherfactorsaffectingthe
structural/mechanicaldesignofthesemicro-engines
arethetypicallyhighrotationalspeeds,whichmay
exceed2millionRPMs.Thesehighspeedsare
achievableduetoreduced-scaleinertialloads,but
willdemandnon-lubricatedair-bearingstosurpass
thecommonmodesoffailureobservedin research
prototypes.

Thoughthephysicalenginescaleisdecreased,the
chemicalreactiontimesremainconstantandwill
requiretechnologyinnovationtoregainlost
combustionefficiency.A verygeneralrulefor
mini-andmicro-enginesisthatbothspecificfuel
consumption(SFC)andthrust-to-weightratio
increaseasthrustandsizedecrease.Tobecomea
viableprimarypropulsionsource,SFCreductionsto
nearcurrentmacro-enginelevelsmustaccompany
theincreasedthrust-to-weightratiosalready
achievableinminiandmicroengines.

Distributedengineconceptswillenableavarietyof
attractiveairframeconfigurationsaffordingboth
performanceandoperationalbenefits.Largeengine
productionrates,lowerdevelopmentcostandcycle
time,andline-replaceable-uniteliminationofon-the-
wingenginemaintenancecouldreducethelifecycle
costbyasmuchas50%.Aircraftsafetywillbe
enhancedthroughengineredundancyandsemi-
redundantpropulsioncontroloftheaircraft.Dualuse
oftheairframestructurewilldramaticallyreducethe
overallsystemweight,andaffordholisticsystem
noisereductionopportunitiesbeyondthoseattainable
withdiscreteengines.Principletechnologiesthat
willaffordthegreatestpotentialforrealizingmicro
enginepropulsionsuccessinclude:innovative
combustiontechniques,processingofSiCandother
advancedmicroenginematerialforimproved3D
designs,andintegralautonomouscontrolscoupled
withsub-microsensorsassuringenginearray
reliability.

Common-Core Multi- Fans/Propulsors

The category of Common-Core Multi-

Fans/Propulsors entails the packaging of multiple
thrust fans powered by a central engine core (Figure
7). The advantage of these configurations is that

they provide increased BPR engine cycle efficiency
without necessitating radical airframe changes (such

as high wing designs) to accommodate a single large

turbofan engine. The principle challenges of this
approach are power transmission weight and losses.

These challenges may be somewhat mitigated by the
variable gearbox technologies previously developed
under the Gas Turbine Revolution, or by employing

blade-on-blade manifolded tip-turbines on the fans.
These challenges could also be circumvented using

direct-drive tandem fans (i.e. axially aligned fans
with separate inlets for and aft of the common core)

rather than the side-by-side configuration. Multi-fan
cores will require innovative separate inlets to realize

Figure 7 Distributed Mini-Engines for Propulsion
Controlled Aircraft

their full BPR and aircraft integration benefit. This
will require lightweight structures and possibly flow

control to minimize weight and inlet performance
losses.

The commonly shared performance challenges
associated with all forms of distributed propulsion

(low-Reynolds number flows, boundary-layer
interactions, and fuel management systems) will be

surpassed during this research phase using those

technologies and discipline capabilities
(aerodynamic, mechanical, materials, structures,
manufacturing, etc.) outlined for the Gas Turbine

Revolution. The highly integrated Distributed
Vectored Propulsion systems for future subsonic and
supersonic transports will incorporate V/STOL and

Propulsion Controlled Aircraft (PCA) capabilities,

and capitalize on intelligent, self-healing properties.

Alternate Energy Propulsion

While the timing remains debatable, the 21 _tCentury

will almost assuredly see the emergence of an all-
electric economy. In this era, electricity will be the
common currency. It will be produced, stored,

NASAfI'M--2001-211087 8



convertedandconsumedasotherexchangemedium
aretoday.Precedingthisinevitableendisthe
likelihoodofthehydrogen-fueleconomy.The
ever-increasingglobalenergyconsumptionratefor
electricgroundpowerandthetransportation
industrieswillcontinuetodrainglobalreservesof
crudeoilwhichwillhaveevengreaterenvironmental
emissionsimpacts.Depletionofcrudeoil reserves
andtheassociatedS/barrelpriceincreasewillinvoke
theeconomicpracticalityofrefiningnewoil
resources(fromshaleoilforexample).Thiswill
sustainthehydrocarbonfueleconomywellintothe
21_'Centurybutatasignificantlymoretenuous
economiclevel.Globalenvironmentalimpactsfrom
hydrocarbonemissions(predominantlythe
greenhousegasCO2)will likelyacceleratethe
introductionofcleaneralternativeenergysourcesand
moreefficientutilizationsystemsforboththeground
powerandtransportationindustries.

Whilenuclearenergyseeminglyremainsthenext
groundpoweralternative,thetransportationindustry
mustpracticallyconstrainitselftootheralternatives
inmaintainingasafepublic-accessenvironment.
Thetransportationindustryenergyalternativewill
includelow-carbonfuelsandadditives,hydrogen
fuel,storedelectrochemical,andelectromechanical
energysources.Future21st Century aeropropulsion

systems and aviation systems must align to best
utilize these future available energy sources. The

cost associated with infrastructure changes and the
sustained use of legacy aviation systems logically

demands a transition period as new energy sources
are introduced. Hybrid propulsion systems will be

required in order to meet the challenges of transition
and timely introduction of fledgling new power

systems.

Low-carbon fuels and performance-enhancing or

emissions-blocking additives will also contribute to
the Turbine Engine Revolution. Insitu additives will

lessen airport fuel infrastructure changes and may be
employed strategically to meet mission needs (like
a biologically inspired adrenaline for peak power

propulsion needs). Dual fuel hybrids, while yielding
chemically more efficient systems, are a far less

attractive alternative because of airport infrastructure
burdens and increased engine-related operating costs.

A global hydrogen consumption rate for future power
demands a practical, cost effective production rate.

This implies hydrogen production from water, using
a net-positive (and as yet undetermined) energy

means. Safety issues (whether real or perceived) will

also govern the production, distribution, and storage
of hydrogen. Complexities associated with hydrogen

production and densification compounded by safety
issues will likely result in centralized "refineries".

These will be similar to present-day hydrocarbon fuel
refineries, despite the global availability of water.

Furthermore, energy storage and consumption by the
majority of the non-aviation transportation industry

(e.g. automotive) will likely be from distributed
electricity rather than directly from hydrogen. The

aviation transportation segment is the only possible
exception to the electric currency model. This is

due to large takeoff power requirements favoring
hydrogen combustion systems over fledgling

electrochemical systems on a per weight basis.
Airports may therefore require on-site handling

of hydrogen. Early acceptance of hydrogen at
controlled-access airport facilities will also promote
the introduction of hybrid combustion/electric

propulsion such as the gas-turbine/fuel-cell.

Recent advances in fuel cell technology and electrical

component power densities, promoted by automotive
and other transportation sectors, will eventually
displace combustion-based propulsion in the aviation

industry. In summary, the 21 _tCentury will see
an environmental-inspired revolution in the

transportation system from hydrocarbon combustion
power to electric power. Possibly hydrogen fuel and

hybrid combustion/electric systems may bridge the
transitions.

Fuel Cells: Fuel cells are becoming a viable option
for small aircraft propulsion and APUs and hold

future promise for large-scale commercial aircraft
(Figure 8). Doubling of fuel cell power densities can
be achieved in the next five years. This would make

electrically powered light general aviation aircraft

possible with no performance penalties compared to
their conventionally powered counterparts. Such a
power density would also make fuel cell APUs for

larger aircraft viable. A five-fold increase in fuel cell
power density would enable electrically powered

regional/commuter size aircraft. A ten-fold increase
would enable electrically powered large commercial
passenger aircraft. The benefits of fuel cell powered

aircraft are very low to zero emissions, simpler more
reliable power and propulsion systems providing

increased safety and lower maintenance costs; and

greatly reduced noise from the power generator
portion of the propulsion systems. Water is the only
emission from proton exchange membrane (PEM)
fuel cells, and must be eliminated (ejected) or

accumulated/stored on the aircraft during flight

(Figure 9).
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Figure 8 Potential Fuel Cell Evolution Towards Meeting Future Aircraft
Transportation Needs

Capitalizing on the micro-manufacturing

technologies characterized for Distributed Vectored
Propulsion, micro-fuel cells and other
electrochemical and pure electric storage devices

(such as super batteries and capacitors) will be made

Fuel Cell-Wings Air

_----_ ( Electrolyte

H2

Figure 9 Simplified Fuel Cell Schematic for Wing
Structure

small enough and in sufficient quantity as to allow

viable all-electric propulsion. These devices will be

integrated within the aircraft, taking full advantage of
structural load sharing and dual-functioning systems

(e.g. distributed propulsion and controls). These
and other electrical components (such as high-

temperature superconductors) will benefit from the
ever-improving electronics industry in terms of their

capability and affordability. Further
superconductivity advancements in the later 2 IS'

Century may introduce propulsion-controlled

flowfield capability, enabling practical high field-
strength magnets and use of unseeded-MHD for

aircraft propulsion lift/thrust.

The electrically-powered subsonic transports of the
future will likely be powered by small, distributed
motors and fans. Similar in configuration to the

wing-span distributed engines, these configurations
will utilize remote fans and motors to achieve

forward propulsion, and may be coupled with blown
wing/flaps for high lift at takeoff. The primary

advantage of these configurations is the use of a

centralized, highly efficient core power unit. This
may be in the form of fuel cells or centralized gas
turbine Auxiliary Power Units (APUs). Electric

power transmission to the remote fans is a safer more
efficient approach than independent distributed fuel
delivery systems (as would be utilized by the

distributed engines). In the case of the APU
configuration, the excess APU power could also

be used in flight to meet the increasing

passenger/aircraft demand for electric power and
communications. In the case of multiple side-by-side
fans sharing a common 2D wing integrated inlet, the

benefits of boundary layer ingestion (previously
discussed) may also be realized. The primary
challenges for this type of propulsion will be the

motor weight (many small motors with independent

NASA/TM--2001-211087 10



structures(inefficientpowerconversiondensity)
versusfewer,largerheavymotors).

Variablespeedmotors,leveragingtheadaptive
engineandcontrolsfromtheGasTurbineRevolution
andthedistributedfansfromtheEngine
ConfigurationRevolution,willbeproducedfrom
lightweightsuperconductingtechnologiesbornofthe
AlternateEnergy& PowerRevolution.The
culminationoftheseandothercontributing
technologiesinasingleadaptivesystemwillpowera
varietyoffuturetransportaircraft,whileassuring
safeenvironmental24-houroperation.

Summary

Propulsionsystemadvanceshavebeenthe
fundamentaldriverstowardtheprogressmadeinair
transportationandwillcontinueintothe21stCentury.
Enormousadvancesinpropulsionperformance,
emissionsandefficiencyhavemadeit possiblefor
aircrafttotravelathigherspeedssafelyoverlonger
ranges.OverthelasttenyearsNASA,workingwith
otherfederalagenciesandindustrypartners,have

developedaeropropulsiontechnologiesthatwhen
fullyimplementedwill reduceaircraftemissionsby
70%,enginenoiselevelsby6dBandimprovedfuel
consumptionby15%.TocontinuethistrendNASA
has identified a series of propulsion system

technology revolutions that will be essential to meet
the challenge of 21_tCentury commercial air

transportation. Future propulsion systems have been

presented including the high bypass ratio, variable
capability intelligent engines, distributed vectored

propulsion systems based on micro engines and fuel
cell powered mini-fans. These advanced propulsion

systems hold the potential to enable continued
improvements in performance and emissions required
to achieve the vision of an affordable, emissionless,
and silent aircraft.
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